Over the course of the last decade, conversations around race
The term names various processes by which those perceived to be Muslim and/or Arab have, to cite critical race and legal studies scholar Leti Volpp, undergone a "particular racialization, * Such racialization processes have become a common subject of critique in the scholarly and activist left, and in particular for those working in Ethnic Studies and critical American Studies frameworks. At the same time, due to complex and multifaceted presence across black American, Asian American, and Arab American communities, which extends to the earliest days of African chattel slavery in the New World.
dented interest and scrutiny, the existence and subjectivities of Muslim women within the U.S. remain largely obscured and/ or ignored in both public and academic spheres. When Muslim objects of Western feminist pity living under oppressive regimes in the Middle East-representations that elide the historical lega-cies of Muslim women in the U.S. and the profound entanglements of race, gender, class, sexuality, and religion which shape their narratives and subjectivities. Yet this too is also changing, as new scholarship addresses the lives and representations of Muslim women in the U.S., work which challenges existing assumptions around feminism, racial formation, gender identity, discourses, including-but not limited to-black, women-of-color, and Third World feminisms, feminist theology, racial formation theory, critical and comparative Ethnic Studies, Cultural and Media Studies, and transnational American Studies.
For this special issue of Amerasia scholars working at the forefront of these conversations-Evelyn Alsultany, Su'ad Abdul Khabeer, and Maryam Kashani. Each participant provided a brief overview of her research, which was circulated and read prior to a Skype roundtable which took place in conversation, Alsultany, Khabeer, and Kashani addressed issues of terminology, acknowledged the pleasures and perils of feminist frameworks, and articulated their interventions and visions for the To me, racialization, following Michael Omi and Howard Winant's seminal work, is the hierarchical meaning assigned by humans to physical, visible, or other human differences that are supported by power structures and that are subject to change. faith and to the people that practice the religion-as backwards, barbaric, uncivilized, oppressed women, men who oppress women, violent, unreasonable, terroristic, etc.-and how such meanings are supported by power structures (e.g., USA Patriot Act, goto change. How gender and sexuality operate in the process of racialization has been a fascinating part of my research.
Evelyn Alsultany
Muslim men and women have been racialized differently durends of the ideological spectrum, Muslim women have been represented as veiled, oppressed, and in need of rescue. The government and commercial news media have been central to the circulation -would say). The oppressed Muslim woman narrative derives its power from the strong emotions it provokes-pity and outrage. Thus, this is not just about images of Arabs and Muslims, but also about the feelings evoked by such images and stories. Stories about oppressed Muslim women evoke deep sympathy and concern from viewers, who are encouraged to experience outrage at the injustice Muslim women face and an abundance of sympathy and concern for them. These feelings of concern and outrage for Muslim women simultaneously operate to justify withholding feeling/sympathy for Muslim men, who presumably deserve to be in Guantanamo Bay or Abu Ghraib prisons and do not deserve our sympathy. The treatment of these prisoners is especially stunning when considering that the vast majority of them have not been convicted of involvement in terrorism; many have not even been formally charged with a crime nor need to be cleared of any involve-ment in terrorism. Even if not guilty of terrorism, Muslim men women, and therefore, as potential terrorists and not worthy of sympathy or concern.
Arabs and Muslims in the Media: Race and Representation After 9/11 emotion; that exclusion today is no longer contingent upon demonizing the enemy. Rather, exclusion today is contingent upon portraying the enemy at times in positive or sympathetic ways in that no longer discriminates. Therefore, exhibiting sympathy and passing policies that target Arabs and Muslims for exclusion from -ing a negative representation with a positive one in order to project sensitivity around stereotyping.
Maryam Kashani
MARYAM KASHANI recently completed her Ph.D. in Social Anthropology at the University of Texas at Austin, where she was also a lecturer in Asian American Studies. Her research is concerned with the lived experience of Muslims in America through the lenses of knowledge practices, race, My current research engages the work of Zaytuna College and the -ticularly interested in the ways that diverse transnational histories and experiences are assembled, enabling/forcing a wider dialogue about the experiences of difference and commonality within are a critical and liberatory framework of ethical and moral becoming for Muslims in the United States, how they enable Muslim scholars and their students to articulate and enact alternative episin a particular Muslim body is experienced in everyday life. At conceptions of sexuality and gender are imprinted upon the ways we talk about Muslims, how the social construction of race imposes a racist logic towards our understandings of what it means to be modern, liberal, and humanist.
palpability of Muslimness, in particular bodies. One can often phenomenon of passing (amongst other cruel things) and the internment of Japanese Americans are both fundamental historical examples of how race functions in American history, and they inform our collective understandings of white supremacy in the U.S. At the same time, we also have examples of collective action that speak to the work that Muslims in America are currently doing. By thinking through the American history of racial formation, we as scholars are likewise able to place the experience of Muslims in America within these genealogies of suffering and promise, policing and self-determination. drawing attention to the ways such categories are formulated and initially cohered as a political project for a pan-ethnic collectivity in solidarity with African American, Native American, and Chicato do similar work in terms of drawing attention to the framings through which we talk about difference and commonality. While it is important to parse out identity formations and frames of "othwork in isolated ways. Seeing the intersections, the assemblages, the embodied natures of such ways of being lays out the complex -experiences, and ways of being.
Su'ad Abdul Khabeer
SU'AD ABDUL KHABEER is Assistant Professor of Anthropology and African American Studies at Purdue University. She is interested in identity and -lamic thought and practice, Arabic and Spanish language and literature.
My research and teaching examines the intersections of race, redrew me to the discipline-is that you actually talk to people. You don't simply read people as a text, but you engage them, drawn to performance ethnography because of my own background as a writer and poet, but also because of how it is accessithat come with being in the ivory tower, what brought me here ---ing of the diasporic black experience, but also of the continental African black experience as well as the export of blackness going myself engaged with American Studies.
American Muslim that is directly informed by U.S. racial logics, America, the ethnoreligious norms of Middle Eastern and South Asian Muslim communities, as well as white supremacy. Muslim cool describes how young Muslims establish connections Muslim identity and claims of belonging and citizenship. This allows one to move beyond limiting frameworks of immigration and assimilation, so when we think about the American Muslim experience, we are not describing some new American minority. And thus my manuscript is not about the curiosities of American --mance. So this means to think about Muslims not only in terms of phenotypical characteristics-e.g., the Muslim is brown, swar-thy, Middle Eastern, with dark hair, dark eyes, a particular kind meaning understood in terms of what the body looks like as well as what the body does. So there are phenotypical characteristics that identify you as a Muslim, but also certain actions, like having a beard, wearing a headscarf, praying a lot, etc. These come -der, we have to be careful not to assume that the male experience is representative of all Muslim experiences. As someone who works in Black Studies, the young urban male experience often becomes the default experience for all black people everywhere; likewise, we have to be attentive that the young male Arab/ South Asian Muslim experience is not the proxy for all the other ways Muslims experience racialization.
Most are probably familiar with Mahmood Mamdani's idea is brown, foreign, backwards, dangerous. And the good Muslim -tinction arises the triangulation of the idea of black people as domestic and non-Muslims, and Muslims as foreign and not black. Of course, this triangulation works, as Claire Kim has theorized -gulation also reinforces hegemonies in Muslim communities, in which Arab and South Asian Muslims see themselves as superior legitimized vis-à-vis the white gaze. So to me, the racialization of religion in the U.S. provides context for broader conversaare re-produce) racial hierarchies and forms of racial-religious triangulation which uphold white supremacy and racial inequality. grant, but in scare quotes, because these terms appear in terms exist because of questions of whose authority determines authenticity both within the (Muslim) community but also vis-à-vis -of course that is why African American Muslims were using the claim. Because we have a right. We have a say because we have an expertise that is indigenous to this place-we are native in comparison to Muslims who are if we accept the fact that the U.S. is a settler colony, what does it mean for black people who are displaced to a settler colony to then claim indigeneity?
or Muslim American, and why do you choose the term that you choose? that is how it's portrayed by the media-as monolithic, -because in Ethnic Studies it is customary when discussing -one's American identity with other important parts of one's identity. well because it situates the violence against Muslims as part of a larger trajectory of racism in the U.S., of anti-black racism, settler-colonialism, xenophobia, and nativism.
--duces anti-Muslim racism. For me, it make sense to use anti-Muslim racism because it is based on the ways one is interpolated as Muslim, whether you are an Arab Christian or an Arab Muslim, for example, or a Sikh.
yes, some people are fearful of it-it's easy to not pay atthat is a central component to understanding the post-9/11 backlash against Muslims. After 9/11, there were a lot of -something else. Other scholars, like us, said, no, this is a racialized process. And there is something about the term simplistic and hierarchical meaning to the diverse peoples gender roles, etc. The process of othering has involved and threatening to U.S. national security. Sherene Razack race and how it came to be applied to Muslims by marking them as a separate category of humanity who are assigned a separate and unequal place in the law.
ism operates.
bias-arachnophobia, etc.-you're scared of spiders, elevators, whatever, but it's an irrational fear, and an individualized fear. So you can have therapy and learn how not to be scared of spiders, and this is something you do on your -racism-though admittedly there is this very neoliberal takecators can once again highlight the systemic nature of racism II. "How could you be a Muslim and a feminist?" -lam in the U.S. Each of you in your work, either directly or indirectly, is addressing how feminist perspectives in--ject or as a subjectivity. So how would you theorize the role that feminism plays in conversations around race and -nists were upset with her because they feel like she's this smart, intelligent, articulate woman, so how she could be doing all these things like gardening and taking care of her kids? While black women are thinking, Are you kidding me? I would love to be able to just take care of my kids. She doesn't have to go clean the White House, she can take care of her kids. That sort of sentiment is very much echoed in many ways African American Muslim women encounter don't need to be empowered in that kind of way. Let him So these women, they want something different. But then the challenge becomes wanting to have a domestic relationship with your husband, while managing how you are seen by your community. Because if you're Muslim, and you're female, and you have something to say about something, there's a way which you get marked as "femioff. So on the ground, people's actual lives complicate this almost trite way which feminism is used against you as a scholar, from the (Muslim) community itself.
is the hegemony of second wave feminist ideologies and how they've been deployed in the services of what Leila Ahmed calls colonial feminism. And the responses of African American Muslim women are very similar to the critiques of white women's feminism leveled by black and Third World feminists, about how they distort and erase you saying is that within the Muslim community, there is also a distortion of feminism as this type of totalizing discourse that, say, if you speak out about certain things, you're not a good Muslim.
can feminism [Arab and Arab American Feminisms: Gender, Violence, and Belonging] was all of the time, people-from my parents' friends to random people you meet in airports and such-would say, "How could you be a Muslim and a -sumption is that if you are a woman and call yourself a Muslim, then it means that you accept the oppression of women. We're at a time when we've resolved any and all inequality and we are living in the most perfect moment in histhinking so that we don't take it for granted, so that's not invisible. Yes, progress is undeniable, but progress does not mean that we live in a perfect moment where everything is just and all peoples are equal. My overall goal try to make us aware of how we are thinking right now about who the other is and how we approach the other, and what we think is an acceptable solution to the problematic of othering. Quran emphasizes over and over and over again is -tion hope our work continues to go, and what really motivates break apart these binaries. There are so many binaries.
dents, readers, whomever, how can we undo these? How can we break them apart, complicate them? How can we really get at something, that's not just putting up these diametrically opposed things that oversimplify the world? that's especially powerful is the performative element of work, is pushing what a critical engagement can be and what social justice engagement can be, both in terms of what social justice looks like, but also what intellectual work looks like. So part of this idea of embodiment is that every part of your body is part of the research experience and the data experience. And you use these different tools as ways to share and spread this knowledge. so important. Within the academy, in my own experiof-or even an antipathy against-any and all notions of spiritual wellness, of how faith and religion can contribute to that. Perhaps this is due to the particular intellectual -ple doing work on the intersections of race and religion, looking at social justice and religion, are taking cues from liberation theology and different types of Third World movements in which religion is a key element.
ally important, in politics and in liberation as well. And -about a liberatory framework at Zaytuna? That became -sive sense of what social justice work can look like, we are recuperating a space for the spiritual. Especially in our medicated age. [laughs] knowledge. There's a reciprocal relationship to our pracacademia. Why are we doing this? After all, a lot of our research interests are based in our personal interests. So how do we translate that to our communities and to our think resurrecting the political project of Asian American do with our own mental health, and the ways we are in the neoliberal university. To remember our commitments, to remember our intentions-that's critical. That's not to downplay the really problematic structural ways the uni--nal intentions and commitments get put by the wayside. And constantly resurrecting that, that is important for us to do.
